HOW TO UPLOAD RESOLUTIONS FOR MS MUN

CLICK HERE!
STEP 1: SELECT “MODEL UN” TAB
STEP 2: SELECT “MIDDLE SCHOOL MUN”
STEP 3: CHOOSE YOUR CONFERENCE

In addition to the high school Model United Nations conferences, the YMCA of Middle Tennessee holds a similar conference for middle school students. The conference offers younger students an introduction to the Model UN world. While the one-day conference is simplified compared to the larger-scale high school versions, the students benefit from the same valuable educational opportunities when drafting and debating resolutions.

Not sure which conference your school is registered for? Check here.

Select a conference below to register and upload materials, or look here for more resources.

Information about deadlines can be found on each conference page. Select yours by clicking one of the buttons below.

- Dyersburg MS MUN D
  October 25, 2019
  Dyersburg, TN

- Nashville MS MUN A
  November 18, 2019
  Murfreesboro, TN

- Nashville MS MUN B
  November 19, 2019
  Murfreesboro, TN
STEP 4: CLICK “UPLOAD MIDDLE SCHOOL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS”
STEP 4: SUBMIT GA RESOLUTION

Middle School General Assembly Upload Form

See next slide for notes.
Click green “Submit Resolution” button when finished.
NOTES:

1. **MAKE SURE EMAIL ADDRESS IS CORRECT**
   - The only way you will get confirmation that your upload is successful is via email.

2. **PLEASE ADD THE NAMES OF ALL COUNTRY TEAM MEMBERS.**

3. **CLICK “ADD STUDENT FOR EACH ADDITIONAL NAME”**

4. **SELECT CORRECT SCHOOL.**

5. **SELECT CORRECT COUNTRY.**
   - Note: Some students choose USA out of force of habit. Make sure this is a team’s assigned MUN country.

6. **YOUR TITLE SHOULD BEGIN “A RESOLUTION TO...”**

7. **DO NOT INCLUDE LINE NUMBERS**
   - The CCE will add line numbers for you.

8. **DO NOT INCLUDE SPECIAL CHARACTERS**
   - These include: but are not limited to
     - & " < > ‘ - ⅛ ě ¢
STEP 5: CONFIRMATION

When your click “Submit Resolution”, you will see this screen. IT MAY TAKE UP TO 1 MINUTE TO SEE THIS SCREEN. Please be patient, and do not click “Submit Registration” more than once.

If you need to make changes to a resolution, please contact CCE staff.
GREAT JOB!
YOU HAVE NOW UPLOADED YOUR RESOLUTION!